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GoStrategic: Founded in 1979 by Dennis Peacocke who serves 
as President, GoStrategic is a prophetic ministry committed 
to training and equipping leaders of every cultural sphere in 
discipling nations and transforming the world. GoStrategic 

operates internationally, educating Christians through our Business Leadership School and 
Strategic Life Training correspondence schools, events, educational products, networking, and 
consulting services. Our ministry headquarters are based in Santa Rosa, California, with affiliates 
and schools in Mexico, Central and South America, Europe, Asia, and New Zealand. 

GoStrategic equips believers to be leaders in the communities where they live, work, and serve. 
We specialize in bridging the gap between spiritual truth and the practical implementation of 
those truths in confronting real-world problems. With over three decades of experience educating, 
modeling, and connecting like-minded individuals, we have seen first-hand the fruit of Christians 
applying Biblical principles to the most complex challenges. It is our sincere hope that the services 
we provide result in thousands of communities transformed as believers step in to rebuild, repair, 
and restore our world. To learn more, please visit our website: www.gostrategic.org

The Business Leadership School (BLS) began in 1996 with 
the mission of training businesspersons how to build businesses 
God’s way. The school is a two-year correspondence course 
based on biblical principles of economics and business practice, 

and the inherent concept that deeper learning follows effective service to others. BLS provides 
a sharply-defined perspective for how biblical truth impacts marketplace thinking and practice, 
and produces transformation in participants' lives and businesses. BLS is currently operating in 
the US, Mexico, Canada, Europe, New Zealand, Asia, and Central America. To learn more, please 
visit our website: www.businessleadershipschool.org

Strategic Life Training (SLT) began in the home of Dennis Peacocke 
in the 1980’s with a vision to equip his children with tools that would help 
prepare them to be leaders in their generation. In 1991, this family exercise 
became what is now—called Strategic Life Training—and has developed 

into a course that has touched lives in the United States, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, and 
all over Europe, and serves to develop emerging leaders of all ages.

The school is a two-year correspondence program designed to set a course for leaders, 
both current and emerging, by equipping them to think biblically, challenging them to live 
strategically, and providing insights for leading effectively. Strategic Life Training has proven 
itself an invaluable tool for those who believe God has called them for a purpose and want to 
identify and be trained to fulfill it. If you would like more information on how you can participate 
in this vision, please visit the SLT website: www.strategiclifetraining.com

The Statesmen Project is an international movement of 
concerned citizens responding to the growing economic and 
social crises with practical Biblical principles and models that 
solve specific community and national problems. We are a 
group of people seeking to transcend self-interest and politics-

as-usual to help our communities and nations thrive out of these crises. Freedom, sustainable 
prosperity, and justice are the legitimate goals of all nations and people groups. Elusive as these 
goals may be, the only pathway to them is clear, long-term strategic thinking undergirded by a 
genuine ethic of “loving our neighbors as we love ourselves.” We are committed to finding those 
who believe these simple truths and seek to address and redress their absence in a modern 
world. For info or to listen to Statesmen podcasts, please visit: www.thestatesmenproject.org

GoStrategic, 1221 Farmers Lane, Suite E, Santa Rosa, CA 95405
707.578.7700  |  Fax: 707.578.1168  |  Email: info@gostrategic.org
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Dennis Peacocke
A former business owner, Dennis is the founder and president of GoStrategic, a 
non-profit organization dedicated to demonstrating the relevance of Christianity 
to every area of contemporary life. He is also the founder of The Statesmen 
Project, an international movement responding to the issues of our day with 
the Message of God’s Kingdom to revive the Church and make possible the 
discipling of nations. Dennis has produced an extensive number of audio/video 
teachings and is author of the books: On the Destiny of Nations, Winning the 
Battle for the Minds of Men, Doing Business God’s Way, and The Emperor Has 
No Clothes. He and his wife, Jan, reside in Santa Rosa, California; they have 
three adult children and 12 grandchildren. www.gostrategic.org

Ron Coverson is a Senior Business Partner and Area Manager at Barrett 
Business Services. His background includes human resources management 
and consultation, talent acquisition/retention, union negotiation, training 
and organizational development, and executive coaching. Ron has served as 
Executive Director of Human Resources for The America’s Cup Event Authority 
in San Francisco, CA, Director of Human Resources for Stanford University, 
and Senior Business Consultant and Vice President of Human Resources for 
Quantum Performance Systems. A gifted communicator, he holds a Bachelor of 
Science in Journalism and an MBA in Organizational Management. Ron lives in 
the San Francisco Bay Area with his wife, Elizabeth, and their three children.

Ron Coverson

Dr. Lance Wallnau is Director of the Lance Learning Group and an authority on 
the subject of cultural transformation and the "Seven Mountains" of society. 
He focuses his work on leaders willing to climb to the top of their mountain, 
leverage the platform God has given them, and advance Kingdom interests. In 
the last few years, Lance has unveiled how the progressive left has organized 
itself and its strategies to influence America, especially entertainment, media, 
and government. In 2016, he published the book, God’s Chaos Candidate: Donald 
J. Trump and the American Unraveling. Dr. Wallnau holds a Master of Theology 
degree from South West Christian University and a PhD in Marketplace Ministry 
from the Phoenix University of Theology. Lance and his wife, Annabelle, live in 
Dallas/Fort-Worth, Texas and have three children. www.lancelearning.com

Dr. Lance Wallnau

KeynoTe speaKers

Adam Peacocke is a minister and teacher who has pastored for 15 years and 
is part of the leadership of Together in Christ Santa Rosa. His community 
involvement is ongoing; past projects include serving on the Mayor’s Gang 
Policy Task Force for the City of Santa Rosa and as President of the Board 
for Hope Works Santa Rosa, a gang intervention program. He is a Member 
of the Board at GoStrategic and served as Director of Strategic Life Training 
from 1994–2000. Adam lives in Santa Rosa, California with his wife, Joanne, 
and their four children.

Adam Peacocke
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What is my understanding of what a "I. RefoRmATIon" is?

A reformation changes the collective worldview of a culture by redefining issues, A. 
values, behavior, and social systems.

Examples: The release of the Scriptures: Feudalism to early capitalism; conflicts 1. 
with Catholicism to Protestant churches; social control from priests to writers (the 
printing press).

A accelerated change from theology to philosophy2. 

What are the major causes of the current chaos?II. 

Global economics becoming the primary driver of the political process and the A. 
formation of economic control groups (United Nations; IMF; World Bank; G-7; international 
corporations; the military industrial complex), all of which endanger true democracy.

"Left-right" political frozenness regarding the resolving of major problems.B. 

The rejection and consequences of rejecting Judeo-Christian values.C. 

The media pushing conflict for monetary gain and influence.D. 

What are the signs that a reformation process is about to begin?III. 

All of the above and the increasing public anger and hate, growing verbal and physical A. 
violence, and rejection of free speech.

The political-social consequences of Kingdom theology and its impact on more and B. 
more believers.

An eminent political implosion (dropping out, demagogs, new alliances) vs. the C. 
"normal" pendulum swing of ideologies and systems.

The increasing shock and anger of the liberal establishment as 80+ years of social, D. 
academic education has failed to produce a unified, liberal culture.

The "left" moving from "liberals" to "progressives" (intolerance and democracy)E. 

"Unsolvable" financial debt and increasing budget deficits.F. 

The increasing reactions against inter-nationalism and centralization and the move G. 
towards nationalism and localism.

The "Solomon factor": sorting out people, political parties, and organizations (1 Kings H. 
3:16-27, Solomon wisely judges the two women).

Is This Chaos the Beginning of the Next Reformation? 
By DennIS PeACoCke

Keynote SeSSion #1

 Democratic destructionism

 President Trump-driven deconstructionism (Steve Bannon)
   = Disillusioned systemic breakdown (obamacare)
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Principle-based policy I. vs.  Political "correctness"

Historic reality   Symptoms

Reality-based policy  Race, sexuality, "tolerance"

Gradualism   J. vs.  Perfectionism, legalism

"Solutions" and survival (my next teaching)IV. 

RevelationA. 

Results-based, historic truthB. 

Relational embeddednessC. 

When you can't stay here or go back, you must go forward. That is the reality of D. 
impending reformation or destruction.
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How Political-Social Movements are Created 
By DR. LAnCe WALLnAu

Keynote SeSSion #2
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The Sovereignty of God and Social Disruption 
By DR. LAnCe WALLnAu

Keynote SeSSion 3
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How to Communicate Truth Effectively in a Postmodern World
By Ron CoVeRSon

Keynote SeSSion 4

Amazing grace, how sweet the sound, That saved a stunted self-concept like me,
I once was stressed out, but now am empowered, Was visually challenged, but now I see. 

—Doug Marlett

What is postmodernism?I. 
Simply stated, postmodernism is a reaction to A. a priori truth: The notion that truth is 

an eternal idea that existed before creation.1

On an individual level, postmodernism is often demonstrated as a reaction born of B. 
the disillusionment experienced mostly by Generation Xers and Millennials who have 
assessed the alleged hypercritical behavior of moderns (Baby Boomers and veterans).

Ultimately, it is the inculcation in the 21C. st century of the philosophical determinations 
of the Enlightenment movement.

Thus, the idea of living out “truth” is a philosophical concept. Today, it manifests as D. 
so-called "individual choice" demonstrated by diverse ways of being in the world that 
may change (adapt or modify) based upon one’s visceral sense of right and wrong that is 
unmoored from what might be called “traditional values or mores.”

The threat postmodernism poses to the Christian’s goal of living out TruthII. 
Postmodernism, born circa 1930 and unlike prior eras, is not theologically based and, A. 

therefore, not transcendent. Thus, it diminishes the idea that there is an objective or 
ethical standard that is derived from the God of the universe that has been deliberately 
and systematically revealed to mankind.

In historian Arnold Toynbee’s B. Study of History2 he describes the postmodern era as 
one that marks the end of Western dominance and the decline of individualism, capitalism, 
and Christianity.

In the absence of transcendent truth that is ethical and by definition objective, C. 
postmodernism establishes subjectivity as the singular way to determine what is true 
and what would lead to right or proper human action.

When truth is subjectively determined, anyone who is able to acquire enough power D. 
is then able to determine what is true and, thus, what should be lived out privately and 
publicly, not only for themselves but for all (collectivism).

As Francis Schaeffer once said: 1. Either the Law is King or King is Law (subjectivity 
vs. objectivity).

If a certain primary authority is 2. the law, then the king or his administrators will 
determine the nature of right and wrong for all.

Thus, all that is ethical, moral, legal, or what is valued by a society, is determined a. 
by the corresponding policies put forth by the king’s administration.

In a postmodern and secular society, subjective science fused with the arbitrary b. 
whims of the administration is determined to be the way that society’s elected or 
appointed “thought leaders” create law and policy—mostly out of thin air.

1  Truth, for a Christian, is not only an idea; it is a Person in the form of Jesus Christ.
2  Steven Connor, Postmodernist Culture (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989), p. 65.
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The modern mindIII. 
Formulated in the eighteenth century by the Enlightenment philosophers:A. 

These concepts were comprised of at least three component parts of what 1. 
moderns refer to as Reason: The objective sciences, naturalism’s definition of morality 
and law, and the rational organization of living conditions and social relations.3

Proponents of the enlightenment movement 2. believed that the arts and sciences 
would further not only the control of the forces of nature but also the advancement 
of the understanding of self and the world we inhabit. Thus, the birth of what today is 
known as progressive ideology: The idea that mankind does not need God and simply 
needs to master science and technology to control the environment and thus allow 
mankind to advance or progress in history for the good of all.

This construct represents the birth or rebirth of a secular liberal religion akin to 3. 
pantheism and framed by a Darwinist worldview, replete with all of its corresponding 
doctrines.

Modernity, although informed by Judeo-Christian ethics, was not necessarily 4. 
amenable to evangelical theology or transcendent truth. 

Modernity consisted of the ideas of the Enlightenment movement that emphasized 5. 
the evolution or progression of the human personality, intellect, and the applied 
sciences that fueled the industrial revolution.

Thus 6. science, not the God of the Bible, is the god of modernity while science and 
its sister, technology, are the gods of postmodernity.

The Postmodern mindIV. 
Deconstructionist: The dismantling and redefining of literary terms and, thus, ideas A. 

for the purpose of reorienting people and things.
Graphical: images are more powerful than words and, thus, redefine what we think B. 

and believe.
Feeling-Oriented: Thus, music/sight/sound are powerful influences (see the movies C. 

of Michael Mann).
Guided by the values of popular culture and the cults of personality.D. 
Belief is not about right or wrong, rather it is about social consciousness born from a E. 

collectivist socio-economic context.

The evangelical mindV. 
The God of the Bible (Father, Son, and Holy Spirit) is the A. summon bonum of all things 

(see the Westminster Catechism)
That Truth existed before creation in the form of the pre-incarnate Christ who is a B. 

Person who manifested himself 2000 years ago by the will of Father God in the form of 
Jesus Christ of Nazareth—thus truth is transcendent.

That man was set forth upon the earth to express His Image and manifest the will of C. 
God the Father from heaven.

That mankind fell from Grace in Adam (Genesis 3) and thus is in need of a savior—D. 
namely Jesus Christ and a new model for how to live life God’s Way (John 14:6). 

That Truth and righteous-living are known by general revelation of the will of God by E. 
virtue of the Law of Moses (The Ten Commandments) that informs mankind and addresses 
the condition of fallen man.

3 Jurgen Habermas, “Modernity: An Unfinished Project,” The Post-Modern Reader, ed. Charles Jencks (New York: 
St. Martin’s Press, 1992). Pp. 162-63.
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That Truth and holy living (sanctification) is a product of special revelation that is F. 
only derived through the salvific experience by faith in the saving work of Jesus Christ 
and the corresponding grace-based life found only in Him.

That Christians should live out their lives in community (The Church) as part of a called-G. 
out family of Kingdom Citizens (disciples) who are being equipped and made ready to 
engage the culture for Christ according to their gifts, calling, and sphere of influence.

Advantage Christians: The great opportunity before us is to develop the skills and VI. 
competencies to communicate transcendent truth to individuals and groups living in a 
postmodern world.

Although postmoderns by definition wear a different pair of glasses (A. paradigms), 
God rigged the inner man with his Image, thus God’s Word of Power is able to penetrate 
the thoughts and intentions of the heart to reach the longing of a man or woman’s soul 
(Hebrews 4:12).

How best to communicate truth in a postmodern world. VII. 
First for Individuals:

Modeling the Way of Jesus (John 14:6)A. 
Be the Truth you are advocating.1. 
Do the Life things you believe to be transcendent and real.2. 
Have the blessings of transformational living (Romans 12:1-2) and share those 3. 

blessings with others.
Speak the Truth in Love (Ephesians 4:15; Galatians 5:6).B. 
Engage in public conversations by using skills of dialogue.C. 

Seek first to understand then to be understood (Stephen Covey).1. 
Find common ground and gain agreement.2. 
Build the relationship by spending time serving them in their world, as long as it 3. 

does not compromise your walk.
Use the power of questions to keep the dialogue moving in the right direction—4. 

toward their personal accountability with the God who made them, knows them, and 
desires a personal relationship with them.

For Groups:
Create forums that emphasize dialogue and civil engagement.D. 
Utilize the power of ground rules E. 
Speak to them in parables (Matthew 13).F. 

Use personal stories, examples of God’s transformational touch on tribes, tongues, 1. 
kindreds, and nations.

Don’t be afraid to acknowledge the abuses of those who have done evil in the 2. 
name of the Lord.
Leave them with powerful questions.G. 
Trust the Holy Spirit to do His work by being H. honest, open, and transparent (HOT).
Support them with biblical resources that are founded in reliable Christian Worldview I. 

(doctrine).
Pray for them ceaselessly!J. 
Be there for them when they call on you.K. 
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The Challenges We Face as Kings and Priests 
By DennIS PeACoCke

Keynote SeSSion 5

But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for God’s own possession, 
so that you may proclaim the excellencies of Him who has called you out of darkness into His 
marvelous light; for you once were not a people, but now you are the people of God; you had 
not received mercy, but now you have received mercy. —1 Peter 2:9-10

And they sang a new song, saying, “Worthy are You to take the book and to break its seals; for 
You were slain, and purchased for God with Your blood men from every tribe and tongue and 
people and nation. “You have made them to be a kingdom and priests to our God; and they 
will reign upon the earth.” —Revelation 5:9-10

"'...and you shall be to Me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation.’ These are the words that 
you shall speak to the sons of Israel.” —Exodus 19:6

In this "reformation" process (chaos), what is our role as "kings?"I. 

Quick review of my last teaching:A. 

As "kings," our prophetic-apostolic role is to be principle-teachers and system-1. 
builders socially

Axiomatic principles that deal with root issues.2. 

Our 3. TEN MASTER PRINCIPLES (see following page).

What is our role as "priests?"II. 

"Priests" are relational bridge-builders. As priests, we should be:A. 

Able to see both sides (wholistic).1. 

In control of our language and emotions.2. 

Grounded in revelation and relationships vs. current "leaves and branches" social 3. 
conversations and non-support-level relationships.

Committed to life rather than being right4. 

Guarding our souls and spirits from the non-stop cultural anger, "noise," and 5. 
demands for a certain lifestyle.
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THE TEN MASTER PRINCIPLES FOR SUSTAINABLE FREEDOM AND PROSPERITY 

AXIOMATIC PRINCIPLES (Mission, Values, Principles, Strategy, Tactics): COROLLARIES: 

1. Transcendent Values: The recognition of primary, fundamental and widely adhered to ideas 
and beliefs that define, limit or interpret all lesser values and which serve to create unity for a 
group of people and guide their behavior. Examples: Christ definition of “the Greatest 
Commandment”; the Ten Commandments; the U.S. Constitution; the Hippocratic Oath for 
medical professionals; the Code of Conduct of the U.S. Military.  

Citizenship, case law and legal systems, axioms with corollaries, 
spiritual law over natural law, immigration policy, voting rights, 
educational curriculum 

2. Self-Government: The internalization of laws, requirements, disciplines, beliefs and values 
such that one enforces within him/herself obedience to those standards of conduct. Examples: 
internal will or discipline vs. external force; New Testament internal obedience from a “new 
heart or new spirit” vs. Old Testament commandments; internal compulsion vs. external force; 
people acting on their own vs. coercion. 

The lessening of oversight and efficiencies of all external laws; 
reduction of policing, crime, drugs, dependencies, character, 
focused energy and efficiencies, “staked tree” principle, impartation-
discipleship 

3. Service-Based Power: Service-based power is the use of both authority and power to 
enhance the value, skill-sets, resource-base and capacities of those under the authority of a 
person or organization. Christ Himself is exhibit “A” of one embodying and exercising this 
unique use of power (Philippians 2:3-11). It is the deliberate use of authority and its associated 
power to serve those under the authority to help people help themselves to act in compliance 
with the group’s values rather than just use authority and power to force compliance.  

Empowerment vs. self-centered gain, organizational-relational 
culture, obedience vs. loyalty, relational leverage, love vs. 
authoritarianism 

4. Nuclear Family: the organized and structured relationships of blood-line natural families (or 
adoptions) whose primary functions are the reproduction and raising of children within their 
structure including the entire process of provision, protection, training and character 
development. Healthy nuclear families lay the foundation for relational healthy children and 
adults, self-government, self-provision and assimilation into the wider elements of culture (i.e. 
schools, organizations, employment, citizenry, etc.) 

Generational momentum, stewardship- management , parenting 
skills, educational responsibility and systems, male-female issues, 
fatherhood, motherhood, economics (oikos)  
Gen. 12:3 

5. Jurisdictional Government: The five different forms of human government, as referenced by 
the Bible, that are required to govern society. These five different governmental forms are 
inter-related, have clearly established boundaries, and were created to maximize efficiencies 
(the division-of-labor), minimize the abuse of power (the separation of governmental powers); 
create specific responsibilities and function; and allow diversities of gifts/talents and influence 
to shape both individuals and society at large. The Biblical jurisdictions/governmental forms 
are: 1) self-government, 2) family-government, 3) ecclesiastic government, 4) corporate-financial 
government outside of the family realm, and 5) civil government. 

Division of labor, separation of power, jurisdictional problem-solving 
and finance; decentralization, redundancies, mutuality, edification 
jurisdictional organization of the legal systems; welfare policy 

6. Localism: The practice of pushing decision-making and provision down to the lowest level where people 
or organizations are actually living and practically responding to current needs and challenges (e.g. onsite). 
Localism is based on the notion that those closest to issues are best equipped to handle them. It results in 
the empowering of people living the reality of situations to deal with them based on first-hand observation 
and assessment. Localism is in contrast to centralism where key decisions are made for people in diverse 
locales by one central body far removed from actually living the needs and challenges. 

Centralism vs. localism; authoritarianism vs. self-empowerment, 
duplication and redundancies; inefficiencies through bureaucracies; 
legal and welfare injustices; the Old Testament “poor tax”; 
Federalism vs. States’ rights; taxation policy; division of labor, 
mandated Federal spending 

7. Limits: The recognition that limits both protect us from harm and protect us from harming 
others. Well-defined limits take into account different capacities, gifts, training, motivations, 
needs, challenges, jurisdictions of authority, etc. 

The governmental separation of powers; tyranny; division of labor; law of 
diminishing returns; banking, currency, leverage limits; taxation policy; laws in 
all forms; presumptuous sin; foreign policy; environmentalism; sustainability 

8. Justice-Equality: Justice is the concept that people are rewarded or punished as a result of 
their own specific actions and the rewards or punishments are correctly and appropriately 
applied using a commonly accepted standard. Equality is the concept of treating all people 
equally through the establishment of common rights, responsibilities, and opportunities 
without privilege or discrimination for certain groups. Justice deals with receiving what is one’s 
proper due, equality deals with everyone receiving the same treatment. 

Taxation policy; criminal law; special-interest inequalities; racism; 
sexism; unequal wages; entitlements; exploitation; systemic 
injustices 

9. Results-Based Policies: The belief that theories, ideas, programs or actions should be tested 
and then evaluated based upon factual results rather than hopes, bias, projections or 
ideological paradigms. If the known variable factors have been properly tested the results 
should be allowed to “speak for themselves”. Policies are then either applied or discarded 
based on the factual results. 

Ideologies; religious concepts; economic, social, environmental, 
theory of all sorts; political parties; scientific method; self-interest 
and delusion 

10. The Bridge of Trust: All successful, healthy mutual relationships - be they personal, 
organizational, national or international - are held together by trust between the parties. The trust 
can be evaluated by what pressures and challenges those relationships can withstand and remain 
intact without becoming “broken”. The “bridge of trust” is a model for understanding how trust can 
be built and broken between people; a bridge can be a safe passageway of interaction between 
two parties or become broken preventing successful engagement. 

Organization; unity; personal relationships; national trust in political, 
economic and legal systems; contracts of all sorts; scale of action 
related to competency and character 
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How Does the Church Prepare to Be Relevant in This Hour? 
By ADAm PeACoCke

Keynote SeSSion 6
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Closing Session & Discussion Group Notes

Keynote SeSSion 7


